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The serious violation of human rights of men and their families
by the draconian 'anti-rape' laws in India
Ravi Kumar
(India)
Most likely you have heard about cases
of rape, molestation and oppression of
women in India. According to these reports,
India seems to be a very unsafe place for
women. When I travel to Europe or abroad, I
am repeatedly asked questions like how the
women in India are handled. I try to clarify
the issue about the rights of women in my
home country, but most people have their
mind set from what they were told by the
main international media. These media
selectively mention only atrocities on Indian
women. So, I am immediately labelled to be
another male chauvinist. It is not that Indian
women feel like they are in heaven, but if
women are (mis)handled as third class
citizens in India, then Indian men belong to
the forth class. When crime is committed
against a woman the whole state, local
police, laws and judiciary are with her.
However, what about men? Especially, when
the crime against men has been committed
by a woman? With this article I do not intend
to change your view about the situation of
women in India, but I would like to inform
you about the anti-human and anti-men laws
in this country. Here a few laws (sections)
that seriously violate the right of men:

Section 498A:
Only a Wife can be a Victim
Section 498A [1] is the most notorious and
most abused section of the Indian Penal Code
(IPC). It states: "Whoever, being the husband or
the relative of the husband of a woman,
subjects such woman to cruelty shall be
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punished with imprisonment for a term which
may extend to three years and shall also be
liable to fine." The word cruelty is defined as
mental or physical. This definition has been
misused to a degree that the Supreme Court in
India has termed 498A as 'legal terrorism' [2].
This section is mostly used by 'disgruntled
wives' [3]. The wife can simply go to a police
station, file a trivial complaint, and immediately
the police acts. Complaints can be issues like
the husband or ex-husband asked me to take
medicine or harassed me to bring dowry 10
years ago. Just after the complaint, everyone
named in the complaint will be arrested and
sent to police-custody. 498A is subject to
cognizance obligations. This means that the
police, as soon as they know, is duty bound to
register and investigate the offence. It cannot
be withdrawn by the petitioner. It is non-bailable
and non-compoundable by the accused. Once
you are in police-custody, only the magistrate
can grant a bail. However, even if the
magistrate is benign enough to grant this bail, it
can be obstructed by the wife by adding more
and more sections to the complaint.
There are three main aspects of section
498A that are so detrimental to men: First, the
onus of proving innocence is on the accused.
The man has to prove that the allegations made
against him are false. This means he has to
prove what never has happened. Second, the
alleged person is considered guilty until proven
to be innocent. Third, there is no provision of
punishment for filing a false case. The judge
just gets a charge sheet from the police which
is like a check-list and one-by-one the husband
has to prove innocence on each point.
In 2012, section 498A caused an arrest of
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about 150,000 men (husbands, their male
siblings or relatives) and 48,000 women (sisters
and mothers of the husbands) [4]. The number
includes 4500 elderly people (grandparents
usually) and minors (about 450). Even infants
are accused under section 498A. The youngest
infant was only two months old [5]. The average
conviction rate is 15% [4, 6] and in some states as
low as 0% [7]. This data does not include cases
which have been compounded or quashed.
Usually, following the threat of a 498A
complaint, a heavy demand of money comes
from the wife’s family. Many husbands pay that
money, because once the case goes to court, it
cannot be taken back. Meanwhile, there are
many gangs and families whose intention is to
raise money and power by filing false
complaints under section 498A [8]. In many
cases, women marry a non-residence Indian
(NRI) or a man with good financial status.
Within days they file a 498A complaint against
the husband and his family including
accusations of rape/sexual molestation by
relatives or impotence or 'unnatural' sex of the
husband. According to some estimates, the
498A industry is more than 2 billion US dollar
big [8]. If an accused NRI does not attend to the
court, his passport is cancelled. If an accused
NRI shows up at court, his passport is retained
by the court as security for the bail until the
case is resolved. And a case can take any time
up to ten years. So, many men loose their job
and their regular life. Cynically, the husband is
asked to pay alimony even after having lost his
job. There are NRIs stranded in the US and
Europe who cannot visit India for years after
498A has been filed [9], because they fear to be
arrested under 498a or to loose their job. They
cannot even attend the cremation of their
parents when they die. Some countries
including Canada [10], Australia [11], and
temporarily also the USA have issued travel
warnings about the misuse of this law in India.
Some
courageous
men
defend
themselves. In some cases, these people
regain their rights ultimately. However, how
helpful is it really? After your time-consuming
and money-consuming struggle for your rights,
you have lost everything you owned. Moreover,
there is no legal punishment for the person who
is responsible for all this. The wife can file a
case from anywhere in India (usually cases are
filed at the region of the wife’s parents). So, the
husband and all other accused have to spend
an enormous amount of travelling for each and
every court appointment for a period of up to
ten years [12]. Moreover, government employees
in India lose their job immediately after they
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spend more than 48 hours in custody. The
police usually make arrests on Fridays to
ensure that you spend at least a weekend in
custody. So, before the case even goes to the
court, many men have already lost their job.
Every week, three husbands that were
accused under section 498A commit suicide.
India is the top country with respect to suicidal
rate of married men. In 2013, about 64,000
married men killed themselves [4]. This suicide
rate is more than double than that of married
women (about 29,000) [4]. In recent years,
suicide rates of wives remained stable or have
even decreased, but suicide rates of husbands
have substantially increased [4, 13, 14]. Most
suicides by men in India are motivated by
section 498A [15]. In India, every nine minutes a
married man commits suicide [16, 17]. These
suicides are the consequence of family
problems. Many men kill themselves even
before the case goes to the police. Noteworthy,
suicide does not solve the problem as relatives
of the person who committed suicide may also
be named under section 498A.

Section 304B: Death of the Wife
is Murder by the Husband
Section 304B [18] states that if the wife dies
of unnatural death within seven years of
marriage, it is automatically considered a dowry
death. This means that the husband is
considered to have murdered her, because he
demanded money that she could not deliver. If
the wife commits suicide, it is considered
murder by the husband [19]. Also, if the wife dies
of a road accident within seven years, it is
considered murder by the husband unless he
can prove that it was an accident. The National
Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) reports many of
these deaths as crimes against women.
However, even if some of these cases are
'dowry death' according to this law, the actual
number is much lower than reported. The
NCRB does not correct for the many cases that
were proven to be wrong (e.g., woman died of
accident). Moreover, in many cases it is
extremely difficult to prove that the accusation is
wrong. For instance, if there was a dispute
between the couple or between the in-laws and
the husband, then proving innocence is almost
impossible. The only way out of this dilemma is
to fulfil the financial demands made by the inlaws, so they will go to the police and provide
statements that there was no argument
between both.
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Section 376: Consensual Sex
is Rape by the Man
Section 376 [20] is about punishing rapists.
Although laws against rape exist all over the
world, the definition of 'rape' in India makes this
an anti-men law. Section 497 (see below)
defines consensual sex of a man with a married
woman is adultery. The man, married or not,
can be punished by a five year sentence.
Section 497 does not apply for the wife. She
may not be punished. Consensual sex on
pretext of marriage or doing some favour is also
rape [21]. So, my girlfriend can go to the police
station and file a complaint by claiming that I
am not marrying her. According to Indian law
this would make me a rapist. However, if my
girlfriend denies marrying me, it is not rape.
Recently, in December 2014, a man was
sentenced to rigorous punishment for breaking
his engagement [22]. Just like with section 498A,
the woman is supported by the state power and
prosecution. Only her statement matters,
whereas the statement of the man is worthless.
In 2012, the conviction rate under section 376
was 24% [23]. The Mumbai police comments that
90% of the (convicted) rape cases are based on
consensual sex [24]. Here again, once a man is
accused, his career is gone, his job is gone,
and the family carries a social stigma for the
whole life. The misuse of section 376 is
rampant. For instance, a woman, who filed a
rape case against her brother-in-law mixed with
498A and domestic violence act, was found to
have filed 100 rape complaints in only a few
years [25]. In some villages, section 376 is used
to take revenge against opposing gangs [26].
Similarly, there are organized gangs catching
prey and extorting money [27]. In the last few
years, a number of gang-rape complaints have
been proven hoax [28-32].

Section 354:
Only Women can be Molested
Section 354 [33] is a law against sexual
molestation. Only women can be molested. This
law is already misused to a high degree and
may even become number one of the abused
laws in India. The law is defined only by a few
lines with no restrictions for its misuse. In
December 2014, a case of sexual assault has
been filed against a five year old boy by the
Mumbai police based on a complaint filed by his
classmate [34]. Maybe you have heard about the
story of the 'Rohtak Sisters' in India [35]. Two
sisters beat two guys in a bus. The two sisters
went to the police, submitted a video, and filed
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a case under section 354. The guys were
immediately arrested, lost their job at the army,
and the sisters were honoured by two women
commissions of Rohtak state and another state.
However, after the whole video clip was shown
on TV, the passengers travelling that day on the
bus came forward and told a completely
different story. An argument for a seat turned
ugly, when the two sisters started beating the
men. Another video of the two sisters beating a
different guy in a park emerged. Just like the
first video, there was no molestation throughout
the scene. Even though the truth came out
ultimately, it was/is useless, because the case
has been registered, and the police was duty
bound and arrested the two men prior to an
investigation. According to the people of their
village, the sisters are serial molestation case
filers.

Irrevertible Breakdown of Marriage
(IrBM): Wife has Right on Property
of the Husband and his Familiy
after and before Marriage
This bill is considered in the Indian
Parliament for the Winter Session of 2014/15. If
passed, this bill will break all records of alimony
laws which exist in the world. According to this
new law, the woman on divorce will have her
share of the husband’s acquired property
(before or after marriage), at least 40% of his
salary, his parent’s property (before or after
marriage) and ancestral property inherited or
inheritable. Husbands can file a divorce, but the
wife can oppose it. However, if the wife files a
divorce, then the husband cannot oppose it. All
the assets are transferred irrespective of whose
fault it really was. The law asks Indian men not
to take any money from the wife when they
marry, but to share with her all assets when she
walks away by filing divorce.

Section 125: Maintenance
Duties to Men - Rights to Women
Section 125 together with section 24 of the
Hindu Marriage Act (HMA24) regulates
maintenance.
Section
125 [36]
assigns
maintenance to the wife even when the
marriage lasted only for one minute. If the
husband refuses it, he ends up in jail. A wife
who lives separate from his husband can file a
divorce under this section. She just has to refer
to section 498A, which states that separation is
a cruelty of the husband. Note that there is no
punishment to women for making wrong claims
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under section 498A (see above). Immediately
after the divorce is filed, she can claim interim
maintenance without any further investigation.
Later on she may file final alimony. Although the
final alimony also considers the salary of the
wife, the interim alimony does not. Since the
Indian jurisdiction is slow the time between
interim and final alimony decisions may take
years. So, the wife is advised by the lawyers to
delay the final decision by not appearing at
each court appointment. For the final
maintenance and alimony, the salary of the wife
is considered. However, the onus of proving
that the wife is working is upon the husband.
The state does not help. So, many men end up
sharing a substantial part of their salary and
half of the property they acquired before
marriage for a marriage that lasted only a few
days. Such short-term marriages are becoming
more and more common. Many families of
women in India are misusing this law. A similar
law in China was called off in 2011 due to the
massive misuse.

Child Custody and Maintenance
A shared-parenting concept does not exist
in India. Sole custody of the child is given to the
mother. A husband may file visitation rights but
it is up to the mother whether she lets the father
see the children or not. Every year many cases
are filed by the husband for getting child
custody. It is very common that the husband
may not see the child for two, three, or four
years while still paying monthly alimony for the
child. Usually, a bundle of cases are filed
against the husband when the marriage
becomes sour. These are 498A accompanied
with a number of sections like 406, 506, 354
(against relatives) and 376 (against close
relatives) along with the domestic violence (DV)
act or with section 125 or HMA24. Noteworthy,
that the husband has to pay maintenance for
the child even if it is not his own, because the
adultery act (section 497, see below) does not
apply to men.

Section 497:
Only a Man can do Adultery
Section 497 [37] states that consensual sex
between a man and a woman is considered
rape of the woman, if the man knew that the
woman with whom he had sex with was already
married. The man is punishable for a term
extending up to five years. The last line of this
section reads: “In such case the wife shall not
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be punishable as an abettor.” So, the act of
adultery is applicable only to a man while the
woman walks away. Adultery is considered as a
cruelty to a woman. If a married man sleeps
with another woman, the wife can file divorce,
bring the man to jail, and will receive alimony by
the man. But guess what, if the wife sleeps with
another man? The husband is helpless. Even if
he knows that the kids born after the marriage
are not his, he still has to pay alimony for these
kids and for the wife after she filed divorce.
Getting a DNA test of children is almost
impossible. You may have to move to the
Supreme Court (SC) of India, which may take
years and extract all money for moving from
lower to district to high court to the Supreme
Court [38]. And then the test cannot be done
without the permission of the mother.

Prosecution:
National and International
Note that anti-men laws may be filed from
any place where the wife lives temporarily. In
the worst case, the husband, his aged parents,
nephews, nieces, siblings living within India or
abroad end up in travelling from one part of
India to another in order to attend a single
appointment in court. Indians living abroad are
most vulnerable targets, because once the case
is filed against such a husband, the Indian
government is bound to bring back the NRI.
Accordingly, the Indian government has issued
thousands of red-corner notices to Interpol.
Meanwhile, seeing the non-seriousness of
these complaints Interpol has stopped pursuing
such arrest warrants [39, 40]. However, due to
strong diplomatic relationships we never know
when the horror will start again that a husband
in matrimonial dispute will be treated as NRI
against whom international arrest warrants will
be issued.

Help: Lack of Support
Overall there are 45 draconian laws in
India against men and against their families.
Most of these laws hold men guilty prior to trial
and bring men into jail (sometimes by judicialcustody or police-custody) for a period from
three days to years even before the trial starts.
There are non-governmental organizations
(NGO) and several online forums that are giving
free consultancy and running suicide hotlines in
India (e.g., 498A [41], Save Indian Family [42],
Confidare India [43], Family Harmony [44].
However, instead of receiving support by the
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state or companies, these human rights
organizations are obstructed. For instance, the
famous 498A forum [41] was banned by many
Indian telecommunication operators. Similarly,
the international news coverage of human
rights violations in India is biased towards
women rights.

Now, make your mind free from what
the main international media tells you. Do
you still think that only the rights of women
need attention and protection? Please, do
not ignore anymore the rights of Indian men
and their families!

This article is a letter by the Indian human rights activist Ravi Kumar. In order to protect the
activist from state prosecution, this name is a pseudonym. A German translation is provided by Frank
Mago (www.jg-nf.de).
© Ravi Kumar & Frank Mago, September 2015
Published / distributed by: JG-NF, Dieselstr. 7, 93051 Regensburg, Germany
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